
Welcome back!



Goals for today

• Read the dialogues about fun invitations. 

• Discuss the best ways to achieve our dreams. 



Keep your goals to yourself

• What is something you wouldn’t say out loud? 
• What do you consider a part of your identity? 
• Can you share a conventional wisdom of a kind?
• Have you ever wanted to quit (your job or a bad 

habit?)
• What was the last thing you announced?  
• Can you resist a temptation? 
• Have you ever mistaken something for something?



Let’s revise the dialogues of Anton, Clareta and Calie.
Please retell them to each other. 
• It is preferable to retell them in a role-play. 
• If you can’t, just take turns retelling the key 

aspects of the dialogues and complete the chart: 



Anton
Woman Hey, Anton. I was just looking for you.
Anton Were you? What’s up?
Woman Yeah, I have a couple of tickets to see a concert on Friday. Do you want to come?
Anton Sure, I’ll come. That’d be great. Thanks! So what time does it start?
Woman Let’s see.... Shoot - where are the tickets? Oh, here they are. It starts at 7:00. At the Plaza. 
It’s a local band - Control X. Have you heard of them?
Anton No. Are they good?
Woman I hope so! But they’re free tickets so it’s OK if they’re not! Anyway, Isabella and Jake are 
coming, too. We’re meeting right after work and going straight to the concert.
Anton And you said it starts at 7:00? I won’t get out of my meeting at work until 7:00. Shoot.
Woman Oh, no.
Anton You know, I’ll just leave the meeting early. And I’ll meet you at the Plaza.
Woman OK - be there around 6:45PM. Listen, I’ve got to get to class. See you Friday!



Clareta
Man Hey, Clareta. We’re planning to go and check out that new mall tonight and go ice skating. 
They have a huge rink there. Do you want to come?
Clareta Ice skating?
Man Yeah, the rink doesn’t close until 10:00, so we have plenty of time.
Clareta So what time are you going?
Man Well, we won’t get out of class until 8:30, so ... I guess around 9:00.
Clareta Ice skating? At 9:00? Really?
Man Sure. It’ll be fun.
Clareta Well, I’m not sure. It’s a little late for me. And I’m working early tomorrow morning. And I 
really need to do laundry and stuff.
Man Oh, come on! You can do laundry anytime.
Clareta Yeah, I guess. But I think I’ll pass. I’m pretty tired, and anyway, I’m going to see Stefani 
on Saturday. We’re going to the mall then, so...
Man OK. Well, maybe next time?



Callie
Man Do you have any plans for this weekend, Callie?
Callie Nothing special. How about you?
Man Actually, I’m going to go to this food festival on Saturday. They’re going to have 
cooking demonstrations and things. And one of my favorite food writers will be there talking 
about his new book, so ...
Callie Oh, that sounds fun. Who is it?
Man Oh, he’s a French chef. He has a show on TV.
Callie Huh. Nice. I have to say I don’t do much cooking. I like eating, though!
Man Well, he’s opening a restaurant here. We’ll have to try it.
Callie Oh, sure. So what time’s the festival? I’d like to go.
Man Well, his talk starts at 2:00.
Callie Oh, no - that’s too bad. I have to drive to the airport to get my cousin at 1:00. I don’t 
think I’ll be back by then.
Man Oh, well, no problem.
Callie But thanks for asking. Let’s go to the restaurant some time though, OK?





PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

• do work
• __ a living 
• __ excuses
• __ research
• __ a difference
• __ some good



PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

• __ a mistake
• __ fun of smn
• __ good
• __ something
• __ any sense
• __ an appointment

Complete the expressions with the correct form of do or make. 
Read the dialogue in pairs. Switch roles and read it once again.  



• __ my best
• __ an impression
• __ an effort
• __ sure
• __ some nice comments
• __ the talking

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Complete the expressions with the correct form of do or make. 
Read the dialogue in pairs. Switch roles and read it once again.  



• __ a lot of thinking
• __ up my mind
• __ a list
• __ the math
• __ a decision

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Complete the expressions with the correct form of do or make. 
Read the dialogue in pairs. Switch roles and read it once again.  



PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Work in pairs.
Do you agree with the life coach’s advice? What can you add?  



• You ought to do smt

• You might want to do smt
should



• You’d better __do__
• You’d better not __do__

‘d = had



I’m going to have to < I have to < I’ve got to

You don’t have to = It is not necessary (but 
it doesn’t mean you shouldn’t :P )



• I’d rather __do__…
• I’d rather not __do__… 

‘d = would

I prefer



plan dream goal task

Something you allow 
not to happen

A dream with steps to 
make it true.
 

Something unreal 
to happen or a lost 
case 

Too big to make 
steps 

Too dangerous\ to risk

Try to make a plan out of a dream. And follow 
this plan.

Set of tasks united in one epic 
\ big task 

The main iterations 

Ex. : Have you prepared your own questions? 
Ask your partners about the CONCEPT of a 
dream and a goal. 
Please don’t ask too personal questions ☺  



1. Should parents help their children set goals?
2. Why are goals important?
3. Is having a goal in life effective in becoming successful?
4. Is having a goal helpful in motivating a person?
5. Do you think people have fewer goals as they get older?
6. How do people's goals change from country to country?
7. What are the main differences between male and female goals?
8. What success have you had in this English class?
9. Do you believe that people must work hard to become successful? 

Why or why not?



I’d rather not 
say…


